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ABSTRACT
The conventional definition of fairness in congestion control is flow rate fairness. However, Internet users typically care about flow completion times (FCTs) and flow rate fairness does not lead to equitable FCTs for different users. Therefore, we reconsider what it means for congestion control to be fair and posit a novel stance on fairness: it is fair when no flow unnecessarily prolongs another flow. Based on this stance, we propose an evaluation framework for congestion control fairness that uses slowdown (normalized FCT) as the metric.

We demonstrate the usefulness of our framework through surprising experiment results: in theory, prioritizing short flows should outperform fair queuing, but we show that this is not the case due to slow start dominating short flows. The framework can also analyze traditional flow rate fairness; we do so and verify well-known “fairness” issues, but additionally, we show that flow rate unfairness does not induce slowdown and is thus not a problem per se.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With congestion control being crucial for the operability of the Internet and a panoply of new algorithms having been proposed recently [1, 5, 20, 24–26, 43, 46, 79–81, 84], it is paramount that we evaluate congestion control in a realistic manner that corresponds to the desires of users. An essential criterion for congestion control is fairness: every user shall be treated equitably. Conventionally, researchers evaluate fairness by starting multiple flows that share a bottleneck, making these flows send as much data as they can for some duration, and assessing for flow rate fairness, that is, whether the flows obtain equal throughput.

This conventional evaluation setup is not realistic and does not focus on the desires of users. It has three core problems: (1) Flow generation. Flows that send indefinite amounts of data for some duration do not correspond to real flows in the Internet. Actual web flows have a certain size and end after transmitting their data. (2) Flow rate fairness is not optimal. If a long flow and a short flow share a link, enforcing flow rate fairness prolongs the short flow’s Flow Completion Time (FCT) unnecessarily. Theoretically, all FCTs could be shorter than or the same as under flow rate fairness [13, 59, 64] and, for most web applications, users mainly care about FCT [26]. Hence, optimizing for flow rate fairness does not optimize for the desires of users. (3) Flow rate unfairness does not necessarily matter. If one flow obtains more bandwidth than another flow of similar size, there is flow rate unfairness. However, this unfairness does not necessarily hurt user experience. The flow with a larger bandwidth share completes faster; after its completion, the other flow can utilize the total bandwidth and completes as fast as it would have completed under flow rate fairness.

The conventional approach to evaluate fairness is clearly deficient. Yet, the question remains: how should one evaluate congestion control fairness? To answer this question, we take a step back and ask what fairness really means. We argue that fairness is about the equitable treatment of users. Based on this, we posit a novel stance on congestion control fairness: if no flow prolongs other flows unnecessarily, the situation is fair. Equivalently, it is unfair if a flow induces an unnecessarily long FCT for another flow. By “unnecessarily” we mean that the other flow could complete faster without this affecting the first flow. We elucidate our stance on fairness with an example: Alice downloads a game while her roommate Bob browses the web. Alice’s download clogs their home access link, which slows down Bob’s traffic and deteriorates his experience. This situation is unfair to Bob because there is no need for this deterioration; Bob’s traffic could be sped up without prolonging Alice’s download.

Based on our stance on fairness and the aforementioned problems with the conventional evaluation approach, we
describe a realistic and user-centric evaluation framework for congestion control. This framework generates flows using flow sizes and flow inter-arrival times from real-world traces (solving problem 1) and uses slowdown (normalized FCT) as the metric (solving problems 2 and 3). Slowdown has previously been considered for performance evaluation in data center research [3, 4, 6, 31, 39, 52, 63, 65]; given our new stance on fairness, we argue it is also the ideal metric for congestion control fairness. For example, if Bob’s flows experience high slowdown because Alice’s flow starves them, there is a fairness issue.

The goal of this paper is to encourage the networking community to embrace our stance on fairness and to use slowdown as a metric for evaluating fairness in future research on congestion control. One can use our proposed framework to evaluate congestion control for performance, fairness in our novel sense, and even traditional flow rate fairness. We implemented the framework and conducted first experiments with it to demonstrate how one can use it. Our experiments lead to novel insights:

- While flow rate fairness is not optimal in theory (problem 2), enforcing it works well in practice. Counterintuitively, prioritizing short flows does not lead to lower slowdown than fair queueing because the FCT of short flows is dominated by slow start.
- We verify problem 3 and show that flow rate unfairness does not necessarily matter. If a Congestion Control Algorithm (CCA) can quickly utilize free bandwidth (like BBR does, for instance), flows experience no unnecessary slowdown when there is flow rate unfairness.

Related Work. We are not the first to hint at the unrealistic nature of the flows generated in the conventional setup (problem 1) [77] or to challenge flow rate fairness (problem 2) [12, 13, 64, 70] although, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to describe how flow rate unfairness does not necessarily matter (problem 3). Nonetheless, to this date, there is no practical alternative for the technical evaluation of congestion control fairness. Therefore, researchers simply continue to use the conventional evaluation setup. A recent proposal is to focus on whether a new CCA is deployable based on the harm it causes to existing CCAs in the network [77]. This approach is useful, but it focuses on inter-CCA deployability. We focus on both inter- and intra-CCA fairness, which is orthogonal to the approach in [77].

2 CONVENTIONAL EVALUATION APPROACH

The vast majority of congestion control research uses a similar setup to evaluate fairness [1, 2, 5, 7, 11, 16, 18–21, 24, 25, 28–30, 33–38, 45, 47–51, 53, 55, 57, 58, 61, 62, 67, 69, 71, 73–76, 79, 81–84]. In this setup, multiple senders send flows through a shared bottleneck link; these flows send data from an unlimited data backlog for a fixed duration using a tool such as iperf. While the flows transmit, one measures their throughput and evaluates whether all flows obtain equal throughput. This is called flow rate fairness. It is common to summarize the results using a fairness metric such as Jain’s index [42]. This conventional evaluation setup has various problems related to how flows are generated and how fairness is evaluated. We highlight these problems hereafter.

2.1 Flow Generation

Flows have varying sizes. Unlimitedly backlogged flows, as generated in the conventional setup, are not realistic. In the Internet, flows have a certain size; flows need to transmit some data, and after transmitting their data, they end. Additionally, flows arrive at varying times. One might argue that unlimitedly backlogged flows emulate long flows, but most flows in the Internet are short, and even for long flows, it is important to take their size into consideration, as we will discuss in Section 2.2. We verified that flows in the Internet vary greatly by analyzing flow sizes and flow inter-arrival times in various real-world traces by CAIDA [17], MAWI [60], and a campus trace from our institution. We used scripts based on [9] to conduct this analysis. Figure 1 illustrates our results, showing that all datasets follow similar heavy-tailed distributions and most flows are indeed short.

Flows may be rate-limited. The conventional setup assumes that every flow aims to achieve as high throughput as possible. However, a flow may be limited to some rate. Examples of such rate-limited flows are streams, file downloads that are throttled by the file host, and flows that have their bottleneck elsewhere in the network. The conventional evaluation setup does not account for rate-limited flows.

2.2 Flow Rate Fairness as a Metric

Flow rate fairness is not optimal. Establishing fairness in the Internet is a virtuous goal; every user shall have an equally good experience. Yet, the conventional fairness metric – flow rate fairness – does not represent user experience.
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Figure 2: Flow rate fairness leads to suboptimal FCTs. Each area depicts one flow, illustrating its bandwidth usage (y-axis) and time to complete (x-axis).

What users care about is receiving their data fast, and optimizing for flow rate fairness does not necessarily achieve this goal. Consider the example depicted in Figure 2 where two short flows (f₁ and f₂) share the network with one long flow (f₃). When all flows are granted equal throughput at all times (Figure 2a), the short flows complete slower than when short flows are prioritized (Figure 2b) while the long flow’s completion time is the same in both scenarios. Thus, flow rate fairness is not optimal for user experience. This issue with flow rate fairness has been recognized before [12, 13, 59, 64, 78], but it seems that the networking community does not heed this finding. We go one step further and argue that the scenario in Figure 2a is unfair because the short flows experience needless performance degradation.

Given the characteristics of web flows we derived in Figure 1, where most flows are short and few are long, the example depicted in Figure 2 is realistic. Since most flows are short and flow rate fairness puts short flows at a disadvantage, flow rate fairness as a metric is not fit for purpose.

Flow rate unfairness does not necessarily matter. Not only is optimizing for flow rate fairness not optimal, but it also does not always matter if one fails to achieve it. Consider two long flows f₁ and f₂ of the same size that start at the same time like depicted in Figure 3. In our example, the flows take 30 s to complete if they are on their own. If they share the bandwidth equally, both flows complete after 60 s (Figure 3a). If f₁ takes up a larger share of the bandwidth, it completes faster. For instance, if it takes up 75% of the bandwidth, it completes after 40 s. According to flow rate fairness, this is bad. However, f₂ can now utilize the bandwidth fully and still completes after 60 s (Figure 3b). Compared to ideal flow rate fairness, no flow gets prolonged. That is, in this scenario, flow rate unfairness does not cause any damage. Therefore, we argue that the scenario in Figure 3b is fair because no flow degrades another flow’s performance. Additionally, this example shows how it is essential to take flow sizes into account even for long flows rather than just emulating long flows using unlimtedly backlogged flows.

3 OUR EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

We have derived problems with the conventional evaluation setup and have argued for a novel stance on fairness: it is fair when no flow prolongs other flows unnecessarily. Based on these prolegomena, we propose an evaluation framework for congestion control fairness. We want to encourage the community to take the final leap away from using flow rate fairness as the primary metric for congestion control fairness by providing a practical and simple alternative and showcasing its usefulness. Our evaluation framework requires a setup where multiple senders share a bottleneck, similarly to the conventional setup. It differs from the conventional setup in how flows are generated and in the metric: flows are representative of actual web flows, and the metric is slowdown (i.e., the normalized FCT).

3.1 Flow Generation

Flows are generated either with a predefined size and start time (e.g., to enforce a long flow that clogs the bottleneck) or by leveraging the flow size and inter-arrival time distributions shown in Figure 1 to generate randomized flows that resemble real-world workloads. To generate a randomized flow, we pick one random value from a flow size distribution and one from a flow inter-arrival time distribution. This setup allows us to conduct realistic but controlled experiments in which flows correspond to actual web flows. Additionally, our framework supports generating rate-limited flows by limiting a sender’s outgoing bandwidth.

3.2 Slowdown as a Metric

For most applications, users mainly care about their flows finishing fast (e.g., web browsing, e-commerce, social apps, messaging, file sharing). So, a fairness metric that reflects user experience should be based on FCT. However, FCT by itself is not useful because it depends on the flow size, available bandwidth, and Round-Trip Time (RTT), making it hard to compare FCTs of differently sized flows. Additionally, FCTs are not intuitive: it is not intuitively clear to people what constitutes a “good” FCT in a given scenario.

These problems with FCT as a metric arise because FCT is an absolute value. Normalizing an FCT by the theoretically
optimal FCT (given flow size, bandwidth, and RTT) yields the slowdown. We define it as $\text{slowdown} = \frac{\text{measured fct}}{\text{optimal fct}}$ where $\text{optimal fct} = \frac{\text{flow size}}{\text{min} \{ \text{bandwidth, rate limit} \} + \text{rtt}}$. The bandwidth is the bottleneck capacity, and the rate limit is the flow’s rate limit if it has one ($\infty$ if not). Slowdown is a relative value, making it easy to compare the slowdown of differently sized flows. Additionally, slowdown is intuitive: prolonging a flow that could take 500 ms by 2 s annoys users (slowdown of 5), while prolonging a flow that could take 1 min by 2 s is fine (slowdown of 1.033). As an added bonus, slowdown is useful for both evaluation of performance (does a single flow complete fast?) and evaluation of fairness (do coexisting flows degrade each other’s performance?). In fact, slowdown has been used as a performance metric before. We are the first to propose using it as a fairness metric.

Slowdown intuitively represents the needs of users. However, slowdown is a per-flow value, whereas fairness experiments involve multiple flows. Therefore, we compute both the mean slowdown (to see whether flows perform equitably on average) and the maximum slowdown (to see whether any flow gets starved) across all flows.

When there are multiple active flows and the bottleneck is congested, some slowdown is inevitable, and it is unclear what the best values for mean and maximum slowdown are. Then, it is useful to compare the slowdown results of experiments to the theoretically optimal slowdown. In our framework, we simulate an idealized network that uses Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) scheduling at the bottleneck router as an optimum to compare results of experiments to. SRPT optimizes the mean FCT [72] and is 2-competitive for mean slowdown [66]3.

### 3.3 Implementation

We implemented our evaluation framework using Python. In our implementation, one server acts as a controller that establishes ssh connections to servers that act as senders, router, and receiver, and instructs them to configure parameters and start processes for sending and receiving flows. We use Linux sockets in a C script for sending and receiving flows. We make our implementation publicly available4.

### 4 EXPERIMENTS

Our framework is useful for experiments on the performance of flows that are alone in the network, on fairness in our novel sense (flows should not prolong other flows), and on fairness in the traditional sense (flow rate fairness). We demonstrate

3While SRPT is not theoretically optimal for slowdown, we still use it as optimum because it is proven that no online algorithm exists that optimizes slowdown in every scenario [10, 66], and SRPT is close to optimal for mean [66] and maximum slowdown [10]. SRPT only leads to suboptimal slowdown when a short flow starts shortly before a long flow ends [66].

4https://gitlab.tudelft.nl/lois/cc-fct-eval-framework

such experiments using our implementation on six physical servers that are directly connected via Gigabit Ethernet. Four servers act as senders, one as router, and one as receiver. The bottleneck link between the router and the receiver is limited to 100 Mbit/s. We deployed Linux kernel 5.13.12 with BBRv2 alpha enabled5 on all servers. Table 1 summarizes the values of the parameters we used.

**Performance of solo flows.** We started flows of varying sizes on their own and measured their slowdown with different CCAs, RTTs, and buffer sizes to evaluate their solo performance. Figure 4 summarizes the slowdown per flow size. Generally, the shortest flows experience a slowdown of 2 because they complete in two RTTs: one RTT for the TCP handshake and one for the data transmission. For short flows larger than the Initial Window (IW), slow start’s exponential growth is inefficient and leads to notable slowdown. For long flows, the effect of this inefficiency diminishes. Following our flow size analysis in Figure 1, about half of all flows are short enough to complete within two RTTs. Almost all remaining flows, i.e., about half of all flows, are sized such that slow start induces significant slowdown for them. Only about 1% of flows are large enough that steady state overshadows slow start and they experience only minuscule slowdown.

As one might expect, shorter RTTs lower the slowdown induced by slow start. For Reno and, to a lesser extent, Cubic, even long flows experience notable slowdown when the buffer is small and the RTT is long because their loss-based mechanisms struggle to keep up the necessary throughput. We have also tested different IW configurations; as expected, a larger IW value generally reduces slowdown when flows are alone (results omitted here for brevity).

**Novel type of fairness experiments.** A well-known issue where flows prolong other flows unnecessarily, which we

---

5https://github.com/google/bbr/tree/v2alpha at commit a23c4bb.
Separating flows resolves bufferbloat. This is evident in the results where the router runs FQ or FQ_CoDel. When using FQ, we set the maximum per-flow queue size to 1/5 of the total buffer size. For small buffers, this leads to tiny queues, which cause notable packet loss and, thus, slowdown. With FQ_CoDel, the queues are handled by CoDel, and the buffer is simply large enough to never overflow (10000 packets). Apart from situations with high packet loss due to small FQ buffers, no flow experiences dramatic slowdown with FQ or FQ_CoDel. Nonetheless, the results are still not optimal.

Based on the example in Figure 2, where prioritizing short flows leads to lower FCTs than FQ, we expected HHF to outperform FQ because it prioritizes short flows. However, our results show that the slowdowns with HHF hardly differ from the slowdowns with FQ. This is because with bufferbloat being resolved through flow separation, the main factor contributing to the slowdown of short flows is slow start. In fact, the slow down coexisting flows experience when separated into different queues is almost the same as the slowdown flows experience when they are alone. In both our solo flow experiments (Figure 4) and our experiments where coexisting flows are separated (Figure 5), the maximum slowdown is about 3 for 10 ms RTT flows and about 5.5 for 100 ms RTT flows.

There is another problem with HHF: it requires some parameters to be configured, and a configuration that works well in one setting might not work in others. The heavy hitter detection that HHF employs classifies a flow as a heavy hitter if the flow has sent $b$ bytes within a time period $t$; the parameters $b$ and $t$ need to be configured. We configured HHF such that it works in the setting we show here, but in other settings, the same configuration either fails to detect heavy hitters or falsely detects short flows as heavy hitters.

A scheme like FQ_CoDel, on the other hand, always works. **Traditional fairness experiments.** While the novel type of fairness experiments we showed above is our framework’s primary use case, one can also use the framework to evaluate traditional flow rate fairness and verify conclusions that previous work has drawn using the conventional setup. However, from the same experiments, one can also draw novel conclusions. To demonstrate this, we verified well-known results regarding RTT unfairness (i.e., flows with different RTTs obtain different shares of the bandwidth), but we show that this “unfairness” has no negative impact per se because it does not necessarily induce additional slowdown. We conducted these experiments by starting two flows of the same size simultaneously. If they achieve flow rate fairness, both obtain a slowdown of 2. We fixed the first flow’s RTT to 20 ms and varied the RTT of the second flow.

Figure 5: Using our framework for novel fairness experiments: the mean and maximum slowdown when a bulk flow and short flows share a bottleneck. We compare FIFO (on a log-scale y-axis), FQ, and HHF.

Ironically, we started this work expecting that we would show how a scheme like HHF outperforms FQ and should thus be deployed in all routers, but we ended up showing that this is not the case!
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Flow rate unfairness does not necessarily matter as long as
sues regarding RTT unfairness, it also shows a new result:
flow rate unfairness does not necessarily matter as long as
the CCA can quickly utilize newly available bandwidth. Flow
rate unfairness does not imply that a flow gets slowed down
unnecessarily. In our experiments, BBR and BBRv2 flows
utilize bandwidth fast in all scenarios and never experience
a slowdown notably larger than 2, which is close to optimal.
Reno, in particular, struggles with utilizing bandwidth when
a flow has a long RTT because AIMD raises the sending rate
too slowly.

5 Discussion
Why flows as the core entity? Some researchers have argued
that flows are not the correct entity to look at because
(1) they are not the economic actors in the Internet [12, 14],
and (2) users can (and do) start multiple flows per application
[12]. While both points are true, (1) economic entities in
the Internet do not map well to users because an economic
entity can comprise an arbitrary number of users, and the
foundation for fairness should be users. Flows also do not
map directly to users, but they are more representative of
actual applications and, thus, of user experience than economic
entities. Hence, flows are more useful as a foundation
for fairness. (2) The problem with starting multiple flows is
that it "games" flow rate fairness as a metric. However, it
does not "game" slowdown: in common cases where multi-
ple flows are started (e.g., loading a website using multiple
flows), users effectively care about the completion time of
the whole transfer (e.g., when the website has loaded fully).
Hence, for such applications, one can group flows using an
abstraction such as coflow [23], for which our framework
can, in principle, also be applied.

For which applications is this framework useful? The
focus of our evaluation framework are classic web applica-
tions. Another popular application is streaming. While our
framework can model simple streams (e.g., audio streams)
using rate-limited flows, this approach is often not sufficient
for a realistic evaluation, especially for video content. Video
streams typically use adaptive bitrate schemes and change
the video quality during a session. However, throughput
or flow rate fairness are also unsuitable metrics for video.
What matters for video is the perceived Quality of Experi-
ence (QoE). There are application-specific metrics for video
QoE and QoE fairness [40, 44, 54, 56, 68]. Arguably, these
metrics are better suited for evaluating video streams. An-
other type of applications are interactive applications that
keep connections alive and transmit data when needed. For
such applications, one can evaluate the slowdown of each
data transmission within an active connection.

How can we achieve lower slowdown? Current CCAs per-
form suboptimally even when flows are alone (Figure 4). A
faster flow startup mechanism would improve performance
(but must not cause slowdown for coexisting flows). With
faster flow startup, a scheduler that prioritizes short flows
could achieve the desired effect and improve fairness com-
pared to FQ (unlike in Figure 5). Finally, CCAs must ensure
they utilize newly available bandwidth quickly (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Using our framework for traditional fairness
experiments: the slowdown per flow for two long flows
of the same size, where the RTT of the first flow is fixed
to 20 ms and the RTT of the second flow varies. The
dotted line indicates the slowdown both flows obtain
if they achieve flow rate fairness. We verify RTT un-
fairness, but also show that it does not always matter.
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